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A Dramatic Change in Central Bank Portfolio
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Large amount of reserves deposited at the Fed since October, 2008
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IOER alongside Federal Funds Rate
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Interest rates don’t have to be positive

From https://www.ft.com/content/478fe908-5168-11ea-8841-
482eed0038b1
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Japan

• Bank lending in Japan grows at 2% per year over time since 2014. (spiked to 6% growth this year due 
to coronavirus pandemic)

• https://www.japanmacroadvisors.com/page/category/economic-indicators/financial-markets/interest-rates/
• CEIC

• Interest on excess reserves policy started in 
November 2008. A negative rate on excess 
reserves started in January 2016 (to help 
weaken yen at the time). 

• 0% interest rate on required reserves with 
the BOJ, -0.1% on excess reserves, which is 
slightly below the overnight call rate. 

• Outstanding reserves: 200 Trillion Yen in 
2015, 350 Trillion Yen in 2018-2020, 0.80% 
of which is required

https://www.japanmacroadvisors.com/page/category/economic-indicators/financial-markets/interest-rates/
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Norway

Three Month Interbank Rate Norway interest on reserves

• Started 3 October 2011
• Interest on reserves is below (floor) three-month interbank rate, but very much move together. 
• Norwegian commercial banks make more loans: 42.7% in 2012, 50.5% in 2016, compared to total GDP. 

https://www.norges-bank.no/en/topics/liquidity-and-markets/The-liquidity-management-system/The-management-of-bank-reserves-The-system-in-Norway/
(Data from tradingeconomics.com)
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Reserves substitute away bank lending (relative to total asset)

Note: Commercial bank loans in the United States grow at an average of about 
7% per year from 2010-2018, which outpaces the GDP growth rate of about 4% 
per year during the same period.
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Model

Assets

1. Risk-free deposits 
in zero net supply

2. Risky output in fixed 
(but risky) supply

3. Risk-free reserves, 
only can be claimed 
by bankers, so pay 
different rate from 
deposits 

This paper studies the transmission mechanism of how the 
IOER policy affects asset prices and the real economy. 
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Model

Pre crisis: 
- Reserves held at minimally required level
- No interest paid on reserves

Post crisis: 
- Reserves held as much as bound by the binding leverage constraint (reserves/risky asset = a number)
- Interest paid on reserves. 
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Accounts

Asset Liability

Reserves (+ IOER tax) Deposit
Risky asset 

Bankers

Asset Liability

Deposit (IOER tax)
Risky asset 

Households

Government
Asset Liability

Reserves
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Transmission Mechanism of the IOER Policy: Portfolio channel 
Decompose into two channels:
1. Portfolio channel.  2. Tax channel

Bankers
Risk taking

Households
Risk taking

Pre-crisis

Risky Asset Risky Asset
• The split depends on how much bankers 

prefer risk compared to households 

Bankers
Risk taking

Households
Risk taking

Post-crisis

• Bankers take risk up to as much as the leverage 
constraint allow (risky asset/reserves is up to 
some quantity). 

Bankers’ reserves Bankers’ reserves
• Bankers hold reserves at a minimally 

required level (to satisfy households’ 
deposit demand)

• After crisis, they deposit a lot more reserves at the Fed. 
Reserves become more of an asset than a liability. 
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Transmission Mechanism of the IOER Policy: Portfolio channel 

Bankers are the dominant risk taker in this model. 
Now due to massive reserves holdings, the composition of 
bankers become relatively more risk-free. 
• The demand for risk taking in the balance sheet 

decreases on average. 
• So, the price of risk !!"#

$!
decreases. 

• Given roughly the same return volatility 𝜎% , the equity risk 
premium 𝜇% − 𝑟 decreases. 

Portfolio channel

• Next, given that elasticity of intertemporal 
substitution (EIS) is > 1

• Consumption-to-wealth ratio goes up

• Increase in demand for capital k 
• Increase in capital price     q
• Increase in investment 𝑖 = &""'

(
• Increase in output q*k
• Decrease in dividend yield )*+",

&
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Portfolio Channel

Portfolio channel • The demand for risk taking in the 
balance sheet decreases on 
average. 

• So, the price of risk !!"#
$!

• Given roughly the same return 
volatility 𝜎% , the equity risk 
premium 𝜇% − 𝑟 decreases. 

• Next, given that elasticity of 
intertemporal substitution (EIS) is > 1

• Consumption-to-wealth ratio goes up

K 

q 

• 𝜇% = consumption + capital growth 
• r = 𝜇% - equity risk premium

• Investment 
• Dividend yield
• Output = q*k 
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Next, the tax channel
• Households pay taxes to finance the interest on reserves that bankers 

deposit with the Fed.
• Key results: (1) tax reduces volatility of the return process by a lot. 𝜎%-
(2) Tax wastes resource would otherwise go into capital accumulation.

Because risk premium 𝜇% − 𝑟 is 
proportional to 𝜎%-, we have a 
further reduction in risk 
premium. 

𝜇% − 𝑟

And then, the price of risk, !!"#
$!

(because the numerator decreases faster than the 
denominator) 

• Next, given that elasticity of intertemporal 
substitution (EIS) is > 1

• Consumption-to-wealth ratio goes up
• Difference: demand for capital decreases relative 

to earlier because tax goes to government! 

K 

q 

• Investment 
• Dividend yield
• Output = q*k 𝜇%

r
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Asset Prices

• The stochastic discount factor (i.e., the IMRS)’s mean is -r and 
SD = - !!"#

$!
.

• Because r goes up and market price of risk goes down, the portfolio 
channel lowers the mean of stochastic discount factor (and makes it less 
volatile). 

• Today consumption is relatively more important (agents are less patient to 
wait until tomorrow to consume). 

• Asset prices equals expected discounted payoff, discounted by the 
stochastic discount factor. 

• Because the mean of stochastic discount factor is lower, the asset prices 
decrease (given the same cash flow). 
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Total effects combine the outcomes of the portfolio channel and the 
tax channel

Pre-Crisis Post-Crisis without Tax 
(Portfolio Channel)

Post-Crisis with Tax (Tax 
Channel)

Return volatility 𝜎! 0.0200 0.0200 0.0129

Equity risk premium 𝜇! − 𝑟 9.78 x 10"# 5.88 x 10"# 2.44 x 10"#

Price of risk $!"%
&!

0.0489 0.0294 0.0189

H’s risky asset 0.41 0.24 0.24

B’s risky asset 1.63 1.80 1.80

B’s reserves 0.00 0.0173 0.0072

Price of capital 0.7973 0.7974 0.7970

Dividend yield 0.1519 0.1518 0.1521

H’s consumption-wealth 0.1519 0.1519 0.1520

B’s consumption-wealth 0.1518 0.1517 0.1518

Interest on reserves policy with excess return of 0.1*(1-𝑥!), i.e. 5% at the average bankers’ wealth share. 
The standard deviations and distributional effects are reported in the paper.
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Negative interest on reserves: Portfolio Channel  

Bankers
Risk taking

Households
Risk taking

Bankers
Risk taking

Households
Risk taking

Risky Asset Risky Asset

• The demand for risk taking in the balance 
sheet increases on average. 

• So, the price of risk !!"#
$!

• Given roughly the same return volatility 𝜎% , the 
equity risk premium 𝜇% − 𝑟 increases. 

Avg. consumption-wealth ratio 
decreases. 

Capital and its price both 
decrease. 

• 𝜇% = consumption + capital 
growth 

• r = 𝜇% - equity risk premium
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Negative interest on reserves: the tax channel
• Households pay taxes to finance the interest on reserves that bankers 

deposit with the Fed.
• Key results: (1) tax reduces volatility of the return process by a lot. 𝜎%-
(2) Negative tax boosts capital accumulation.

Because risk premium 𝜇% − 𝑟 is 
proportional to 𝜎%-, we have a 
further reduction in risk 
premium. 

𝜇% − 𝑟

And then, the price of risk, !!"#
$!

(because the numerator decreases faster than the 
denominator) 

• Next, given that elasticity of intertemporal 
substitution (EIS) is > 1

• Consumption-to-wealth ratio goes up
• Difference: demand for capital increases relative to 

earlier because of the subsidy.

K 

q 

• Investment 
• Dividend yield

𝜇%
r
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Further Thoughts
• Concern: IOER excess return is small. But balance sheets are very large! 
• Another major criticism: in this model, households have no reasons to pay tax to 

finance the IOER by bankers. Is there an optimal taxation policy?  Optimal reserves 
policy? 

• Instead of financing interest on reserves with households’ tax period by period, I am 
exploring the effects of tax smoothing, similar to standard macro models. 

• Government has an additional debt instrument 𝐵. that allows it to not having to finance 
interest on reserves period by period. 

• So, instead of 𝑇. = 𝐼𝑂𝑅., we have 𝑇. + 𝐵. = 𝐼𝑂𝑅. + 1 + 𝑟. 𝐵."'.

• Why would bankers want to hold so much reserves?
• One way is to add liquidity preference for bankers. 
• This will lead to bankers choice of reserves will then be a max of what we had earlier 

and this new internal solution that solves the tradeoff between the marginal utility of 
consumption and the marginal utility of liquidity. 
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Summary
• IOER incentivizes banks to hold reserves and provides nominal anchor in the 

zero lower bound environment. 
• But it also affects asset prices.
• My work explores the transmission mechanism of the IOER monetary 

implementation on asset pricing and macroeconomic outcomes. 
1. Portfolio/balance sheet channel   2. Tax channel

• For positive IOER, portfolio channel expands macro outcomes. But lower price 
of risk, risk premium. 

• But once incorporating the tax that finances the IOER, macro outcomes are 
contracted, and further decrease price of risk and risk premium.

• This is because tax policy reduces volatility of cumulative return process. 

• Lower IMRS leads to lower asset prices. 
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